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**Résumé :**
The development of modern electronic devices is associated with the improvement of their characteristics such as commutation speed, density of elements, energy consumption, etc. In the last years, there was an intense research interest in alternative technologies for fast and non-destructive readout in non-volatile memories such as ferroelectric random access memories (FeRAM),\(^1,2\) resistive random access memory (ReRAM), memristors\(^3\) or “racetrack memories”.\(^4\) In this manner, multiferroic/ferroelectric materials have a boundless interest due to their polarization dependent electronic transport properties.\(^5,6\) Bulk multiferroics/ferroelectrics can provide robust ferroelectricity,\(^7\) while electronic properties of thin films can be adjusted by mean of electrode/oxide interface and offer control of ferroic orders (ferroelectric, ferroelastic, anti-ferromagnetic).\(^8,9\) Multiferroic/ferroelectric nanostructures allow modifying or enhancing functional properties (for instance magnetic and photocatalytic) due to scaling effect. The great variety of physical properties suggests future discoveries of new functional behaviours.

This “mini-colloque” will be dedicated to multiferroics/ferroelectrics, their innovative properties and applications. Several teams belonging to French national scientific groups like GDR Meeticc, GDR Seeds, RéMiSol microscopy network and the French Physics Society will meet to present their recent studies to share and motivate other explorations in this domain.
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